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ABSTRACT
Surgery is primarily taught through mentoring, where an expert
mentor supervises a mentee performing surgery, taking over when
necessary. Telementoring systems aim to provide mentees with ac-
cess to remote mentors, but the physical distance between mentors
and mentees poses unique challenges to surgical training. We inves-
tigate the underlying needs leading to takeovers in onsitementoring
and assess mentors’ ability to fulfill address these needs remotely
using existing telestration tools, namely pointers and drawings on
shared views. Through interviews and workshops with expert sur-
geons, we find that (1) mentors take over to convey gestures related
to instrument placement, tissue displacement, force, and movement,
(2) mentors gather information about location of tissue, equipment,
and instruments, as well as gesture constraints, and (3) surgeons
judge telestration insufficient for these needs. Based on this gap
between onsite mentoring practices and telementoring tools, we
discuss novel tools to address these needs and their evaluation.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in HCI;
Collaborative interaction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Surgeons learn new surgical techniques predominantly through
mentoring, where a mentee performs surgery while a mentor su-
pervises actions and takes over when necessary to instruct, for
instance showing how to physically perform a gesture [5, 7]. When
seeking to learn a new technique, surgeons can have difficulties
accessing experts as these often reside in a different hospital, city or
country. Therefore, telementoring emerges to bridge the distance
between mentees and remote mentors. Current telementoring sys-
tems present mentors with the surgical view—a streamed view of
the endoscopic video—along with telestration tools on the view,
namely the ability to point and annotate. Telestration has been
shown beneficial to help train the professional vision [15], reduce
time spent on instructions, and reduce miscommunications [4].
Still, telementoring is limited because it lacks physicality [2], thus
mentors cannot act on the body nor shape what is captured on
the surgical view [38]. Today, it remains unclear how the lack of
physicality limits remote mentoring, even when having access to
telestration. Answering this question requires first understanding
the intentions behind takeovers in collocated settings—that is, for
what purposes mentors take over the instruments of the mentee.

Previous work studying onsite mentoring have categorized the
information conveyed through verbal directional instructions [18],
as well as mentees’ learning goals and outcomes [10, 43], although
without focusing on the role of takeovers in the process. Litera-
ture has also highlighted the importance of physical action, for
instance when building process common ground [17], with one
piece of work proposing a categorization of physical guidance [51]
although without distinguishing taking over as a way to demon-
strate, from deictic and figurative gestures to explain, or from body
manipulations to assist. Nonetheless, studying takeovers can elicit
the underlying needs during mentoring, by shedding light on com-
munication challenges during surgical mentoring. This is because
takeovers incur an additional cost of handing over instruments to
another person, which in some cases can be lower than the cost of
using other means of communication (e.g., speech or gestures), as
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grounding conversations is usually done with as little combined
effort as possible [9].

We investigate (1) the informational needsmentors fulfill through
taking over in onsite mentoring, and, (2) to what extent mentors
can address these needs remotely through current telestration tools.
We narrow our study to laparoscopic surgery, considering that tele-
mentoring systems would be predominantly employed in this type
of surgery, where the surgical view is captured on video, and can
thus be easily streamed. In total, 6 expert surgeons and 1 resident
participated in this study, taking part in interviews and workshops.
We show that telestration and speech remain limited in conveying
placement when there is no visible reference (both for instruments
and tissues), simultaneous location, force and movement. Also, we
show that that telestration and speech could partially support gath-
ering information, such as seeking location information, but remain
highly limited in gathering information on textures, camera ori-
entation, gestures constraints and adequacy. Finally, we discuss
tools that extend beyond telestration, presenting participants’ vi-
sion of how future tools could support their mentoring practices
remotely, including novel pointers, virtual instruments, additional
videos for the mentee and for the mentor, simulations, anatomical
charts, physical proxies, tools to measure and represent force and
improved surgical view.

Given these results, we discuss the design and evaluation of cur-
rent remote collaboration systems, highlighting that telementoring
tools are rarely evaluated on their ability to support mentors in con-
veying a wide variety of information. We discuss the potential and
feasibility of tools proposed by participants, revealing that many
of them exist for individual learning (i.e., instructional video) or
support to the operating surgeon (i.e., global vision, force feedback)
but their potential for mentoring remains unexplored.

2 SURGICAL CONTEXT
Performing surgery necessitates four hands, where one surgeon
takes the role of the main operator, while another assists. Surgery
thus involved parallel use of multiple tools with high coordination.
During mentoring, mentors can take the role of the assistant to
let mentees gain experience, taking over when necessary. This is
a classic configuration in Minimally-Invasive Surgery (MIS), the
type of surgery we focus on in this paper, where instruments and
a camera are inserted into the patient through trocars (i.e., tubes
placed through small incisions on the body). The camera, called
endoscope, captures live video from inside the patient in what
constitutes the surgical view, observable through a monitor in the
Operating Room (OR). When MIS is performed in the abdominal
and pelvic areas, in particular for urology, digestive or gynecologic
surgery, it is referred to as laparoscopic surgery.

A common mentoring scenario involves the mentor perform-
ing exposure while the mentee performs dissection. To perform
exposure, the mentor holds an organ with one hand, for instance
using pliers, while driving the endoscope with the other, to show
an unobstructed view of the surgical site—i.e., the center of the
intervention. It is important to hold the endoscope horizontally,
so that the anatomy shows as expected on the screen, given that
the camera shaft can be rotated freely about its axis. To perform
dissection, the mentee holds scissors with one hand and bipolar

pliers with the other, to loosen tissue around an organ and “present
the organs in the isolating style of an anatomic atlas [to] show neatly
separated organs” [27]. Tissues are dissected to open planes, creat-
ing spaces between tissues (for instance bladder tissues and vagina
tissues) that previously did not exist because they were “glued”
by connective tissue. Dissection can detach organs, making them
mobile organs, where only a few attachments are left (e.g., vessels
or ligaments); it is a delicate task because it involves cutting tis-
sue around noble structures, including arteries and structures such
as the ureter, which, if wounded, can lead to an emergency and
post-operative complications. While most gestures are performed
with instruments inserted through trocar, the assistant can insert
instruments (i.e., valve, dilator) through natural orifices (i.e., vagina,
rectum) for instance to expose those tissues, that is, make them
visible to the main operator.

3 RELATEDWORK
We first review previous research on surgical instruction, followed
by technological tools designed to support such instructions.

3.1 Building Expertise With the Help of a
Mentor

Prior research has identified some of the components of expertise,
as well as the process through which the mentor helps the mentee
acquire expertise.

What are the components of expertise that surgeons need to ac-
quire? Many of the skills needed to become a surgeon are acquired
in the OR, including factual knowledge, as well as non-technical and
technical skills. Factual knowledge includes knowledge of instru-
ments and anatomy, especially important for junior learners [10].
Non-technical skills include situational awareness, communication,
teamwork and managerial skills [10, 43], whereas technical skills,
involve understanding the flow of an intervention, dealing with
anatomical variants and complications, making sense of visual and
haptic cues, as well as motor skills (e.g., handling instrument, expo-
sure, and responding to different tissues) [10, 43]. Different metrics
can be used to understand when a surgeon has achieved proficiency.
The Global Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS)
uses 5 criteria: depth perception, bi-manual dexterity, efficiency,
tissues handling and autonomy [54]. Oropesa et al. [41] give an
overview of metrics used in the literature, both concerning effi-
ciency and quality. Efficiency metrics include time, path length,
economy of movements, economy of diathermy (burn time), speed,
motion smoothness, instrument orientation, depth, angular path,
angular area, volume and force. Quality metrics consist of outcome,
errors, idle state, tasks repetition, and collision/tissues damage.
Other works have proposed to objectively assess complex but criti-
cal aspects of surgery, such as quality of exposure using machine
learning methods [11]. Although these works focus on what skills
and knowledge surgeons learn, they do not fully draw a picture of
how mentors transmit them.
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How does the mentor’s physical intervention support the mentee in
acquiring expertise? To acquire expertise, mentees rely on mentors.
Numerous studies give insights on the information transmitted
through physical interventions, even though it is not their primary
focus of study. Feng and Mentis [17] observed that physical actions
tend to develop process common ground, whereas speech tends to
develop content common ground. Chen et al. [7] classify mentor
support into three categories: directing (i.e., providing guidance as
the mentee operates), assisting (i.e., performing secondary tasks
for the mentee) and teaching (i.e., physically showing how to do
an action) which is similar to the concept of modeling in the theory
of cognitive apprenticeship [5], and corresponds to what we re-
fer as takeovers. Regarding how mentors instruct, Mondada’s [39]
vast observations of surgical learning show that verbal instruction
rarely occurs without accompanying embodied instructions, which
involve reorienting the hand of the assistant, grasping organs, or
pointing with an instrument. Feng et al. [18] also noted the use of
deictic instructions when mentors gesture on endoscopic video to
indicate where to look at—i.e., gaze guidance. They also show how
verbal directional instructions can direct instruments towards the
correct spot, guide camera maneuvering, or coordinate the use of
multiple instruments. When studying how mentors teach mentees
to interpret visual cues, Mentis et al. [37] identified that mentors
intervened physically through tracting tissue, pointing with instru-
ments, finger pointing on the view, or moving the camera.

These works shed light on physical guidance, but, to our knowl-
edge, only Sutkin et al. [51] intentionally studied this practice. The
authors propose categories that describe how mentors execute
physical guidance: performing an action to suggest another ac-
tion (transactional), pointing (deictic), exposing tissues (retracting),
physically repositioning instruments (instrument specific), touch-
ing hands (hands in hands), figurative mid-air gesture, or, moving
the anatomy (complex anatomy). What is interesting in this catego-
rization is that we observe hints toward the purpose of guidance,
such as providing detailed information about the upcoming steps,
facilitating mentees’ gesture, describing anatomy, or describing in-
strument motion required in subsequent steps. However, this work
does not show specifically the information that mentors convey
through takeovers, and how difficult it would be to do so without
physical access to the body.

In summary, previous research on surgical instructions has out-
lined several facets of expertise, and the ways mentors support
acquiring expertise. Takeovers serve not only to impart informa-
tion but also to assist in mentees’ tasks. Nevertheless, when the goal
is to convey information, the precise information mentors are able
to convey given they are physically present remains unclear. This
understanding is crucial for the design of instructive technologies
when the mentor is remote and not physically present.

3.2 Technologies for Instruction in Surgery
Both CHI and CSCW have studied how technology can support
mentors during instruction in the OR, both in collocated and re-
mote settings. We review literature on tools designed to transmit
instruction during physical tasks, tasks “in which one person directly
manipulates objects with the guidance of one or more other people,
who frequently have greater expertise about the task” [33].

3.2.1 Telestration (Pointers and Annotations) on a Shared View. The
remote gesturing tools that dominate in remote instruction are vir-
tual pointers and annotations on shared views, aimed at supporting
object-focused discourse. Studies have demonstrated advantages for
communication, as these tools support the production and under-
standing of pointing and representational gestures during instruc-
tion in physical tasks [22]. This leads to a gain in performance, as
they support the development of CommonGround (establishingmu-
tual knowledge, belief, attitudes and expectations [9]), restructuring
talk with regard to turn-taking and number of spoken words [32].

Much HCI literature on instructional tools on shared views has
focused specifically on surgery, both in collocated and remote set-
tings. In collocated settings, where the mentor works side-by-side
with the mentee, studies have demonstrated that virtual pointers
on imaging systems support mentors in fostering the adoption of a
professional vision [16], and can help guide the mentee’s gaze [14].
In remote settings, telestration was shown to improve attention
and quality of instructions compared to telestration in onsite set-
tings [47]. It has also been shown to reduce the time needed for
instructing [4] compared to instruction without telestration. Lastly,
speech and telestration have been shown to support remotementors
in shaping the view, the process through which surgeons modify
the view to co-construct knowledge and make decisions [38].

While pointers benefit mentoring, they may be interpreted as the
main source of information and lead to misinterpreting instruction
by associating a verbal instruction to an incorrect location [46].
Besides, the asymmetrical nature of telementoring, in particular
as remote mentors cannot manipulate the video themselves, still
limits their ability to shape the view and hinders collaborative work
when building a mutual understanding [38]. Nonetheless, a recent
systematic literature review concludes that, so far, there are no
studies providing evidence that surgical telementoring worsens
postoperative outcomes [13].

3.2.2 Beyond Telestration: Overlays and Avatars. To go beyond
telestration, previous works explored the technical feasibility of
overlaying either the remote mentor’s hand or their tools on the sur-
gical view. Overlayingmentor’s hands on live video of the surgery is
promising when describing complex surgical maneuvers, especially
those involving anatomy, trajectory, rotational gestures (e.g., “turn
the flap downward with this motion” ), and microtechniques [50].
Overlaying instruments controlled by the remote mentor supports
instructing instrument rotation in all three dimensions [29] and
can help mentees follow with precision a 2D trajectory shown by a
mentor [48]. Lastly, the ARTEMIS system showed the feasibility of
having an avatar representation of the remote expert displayed in
augmented reality in the OR, enabling the mentor to show hand
movement, point, and annotate directly on the patient [23].

All in all, the benefits of tools such as telestration and overlays
are often evaluated on performance, including completion time [8,
25, 31, 32], errors [8, 25], number of words, frequencies of deixis [22],
turn taking [32] or self reported measures on overall experience [22,
25, 31, 47]. However, these studies do not unveil the information
mentors can convey through these tools. Only Fussell et al. [22]
identified the information conveyed with pointers and drawings
on a robot assembly task—referring to objects, indicating location,
showing motion, angle of insertion and orientation.
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4 METHOD
We address the lack of understanding regarding the limits of telestra-
tion during surgical mentoring. We conduct three workshops with
surgeons, each involving two participants. In the first workshop, we
studied the act of mentors taking over the control of instruments
from the mentee, to convey information (i.e., explain). We prepared
this first workshop through an online anonymous questionnaire.
For the second and third workshop, we expanded our investiga-
tion to scenarios where mentors takeover to gather information
(i.e., understand the situation). We prepared these workshops by
conducting 4 interviews, to create an initial categorization of infor-
mation that remote mentors convey and gather through takeovers.
We then discussed this categorization during the workshops and
refined it during the data analysis.

Throughout all workshops, we explored the extent to which
telestration can be used to address the needs met by takeovers, and
brainstormed other tools for remotely addressing those needs re-
motely. The use of workshops and interviews enabled us to collect
rich detail on the tacit needs leading to takeovers during situated
action. As we aimed at covering a wide diversity of cases, including
rare needs that lead to takeovers, we opted for methods where
participants can narrate their experiences in their own words, as
opposed to relying solely on observations. We focus on laparo-
scopic surgery for various reasons. First, to narrow our focus, as
each type of surgery (open surgery, robotic surgery and laparo-
scopic surgery) may involve different types of instructions. Second,
because the surgical view corresponds to the endoscopic video,
providing the remote surgeon access to the same surgical view as
the mentee. Lastly, we excluded robotic surgery given their high
cost and low availability. Although the use of telestration could
have also been studied through observations of real use, the reality
is that telementoring systems remain rarely adopted, and thus are
too scarce for an observational study. Nevertheless, we recruited
surgeons that have used telestration tools to instruct in robotic
surgery. In this setup, they are effectively distant, operating from
separate consoles, even if physically in the same room. Throughout
our analysis, we regularly perform member checking. Following
our commitment of transparency research, we decided to regis-
ter this study to establish the motivation, research questions and
planned analysis. The pre-registrations of this study are available
on the platform OSF (Open Science Framework) following these
links: https://osf.io/v76z9, https://osf.io/fxmbw, https://osf.io/guers,
https://osf.io/26acw.

4.1 Participants
Six attending surgeons and one senior resident participated in our
study, with varying specialties, experiences, and affiliated to two
different institutions (Table 1). We focused on specialties that deal
with soft-organ surgery (i.e., gynecology, digestive, and urology),
as they face similar challenges (e.g., organ deformation), and sim-
ilar tasks (e.g., cutting tissue, identifying anatomy, or feeling the
stiffness of tissue). We recruited experienced surgeons as we focus
on telementoring scenarios that can take place within institutions,
where mentees are sufficiently independent to pause surgery and
wait for a colleague to arrive, and cases of telementoring between in-
stitutions, where mentees can complete the surgery autonomously.

Surgical
Specialty

Surgical
Experience Participation Role

If mentor,
mentee

experience

P1 Gynecology Senior
resident

Questionnaire
and W2 Mentee -

P2 Gynecology Junior
attending

Questionnaire
and W1

Mentee &
mentor Resident

P3 Gynecology Junior
attending

Questionnaire
and W1

Mentee &
mentor Resident

P4 Digestive Senior
attending

Interview
and W3 Mentor Junior

attending

P5 Urology Senior
attending

Interview
and W3 Mentor Junior

attending

P6 Gynecology Senior
attending Interview Mentor Junior

attending

P7 Gynecology Senior
attending

Interview
and W2 Mentor Junior

attending

Table 1: Participant demographics.

For the workshops, we recruited participants that had experience
with telestration tools, virtual pointers and sometimes drawings,
accrued through robotic surgery. None of the participants had used
telestration tools before for telementoring purposes in classic MIS.
P1 and P7 work closely with the authors and were aware of parallel
work we conducted on gesturing tools for remote mentors.

4.2 Procedure
We detail the procedure of workshops and interviews. For each
workshop, there were two surgeons as participants and two re-
searchers as facilitators—the first author led the workshops, and
the last author was a second facilitator. We note that participants
read an information letter and signed consent forms, that the online
questionnaire was anonymous, and that throughout workshops and
interviews we did not ask nor record patient-related data.

Figure 1: Summary of method, highlighting the changes in
protocol fromW1 to W2 &W3.

https://osf.io/v76z9
https://osf.io/fxmbw
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4.2.1 Workshop 1 (W1).

Preparation: Questionnaire. We prepared W1 through an online
questionnaire, gathering events where mentors took over to discuss
during the workshops. We sent the questionnaire to 16 surgeons
and received 9 answers, including two that we had already recruited
as participants forW1 and one resident who participated inW2. The
surgeons contacted were part of our network, we encouraged them
to share the questionnaire among colleagues. As the questionnaire
was anonymous, we could not use it to recruit for workshops.

Procedure. This workshop took place in person. We first intro-
duced the workshop goal and presented a case where a mentor
took over to show tool placement, as an example of a takeover.
Then, we carried out 3 phases. In phase 1, we asked participants to
recall events in MIS where a mentor took over for the purpose of
explaining, and then to categorize those events according to goals.
In phase 2, participants identified for each event whether it was
possible to provide the instruction using telestration tools, rather
than taking over. Phase 3 was subdivided into three parts. First, par-
ticipants brainstormed separately, with the help of the researcher,
for new tools that may address the goals achieved through taking
over, based on events from phase 2 where telestration failed, shar-
ing and discussing with the rest of the group. Then, the researchers
presented their own propositions of tools: videos of other surgeries
and instruments overlays. Here, the remote mentor would control a
digital representation of instruments that is overlaid on the surgical
view. The overlays can be 3D models of instruments or real instru-
ments captured on video and segmented from the background. The
operating surgeon therefore sees in their video feed a set of tools
that the mentor manipulates. In the last part, participants chose,
for each takeover event, the technological proposition that would
best fulfill the underlying goals.

Modifications for W2 and W3. After W1, we realized that it was
difficult for participants to recall many events in a short brainstorm-
ing period (phase 1). We felt we needed to spend time with each
participant separately to gather sufficient details to understand the
complexity of the information conveyed through takeovers. We
therefore decided to replace the first phase of the workshop with
interviews, as illustrated in Figure 1. Based on the interviews, we
created an initial categorization of information to use during W2
and W3. Moreover, W1 participants emphasized that mentors also
took over to perform risky gestures, or to deal with unusual situ-
ations they may not fully understand, something that resonated
with our past field work with surgeons. We therefore decided to
ask interviewees to share not only takeovers aiming to explain
and understand, but also to perform risky gestures. Our rationale
was that, during telementoring, mentors may need to compensate
for their inability to take over with additional instructions to face
risky situations. While we were aware from our past field work
that takeovers occur also to speedup the surgery, we decided not
to explore this case as it is not related to instruction. We also con-
ducted other minor modifications, for instance, when asked how
telestration could help fulfill takeover goals, we used a three-level
scale (possible, difficult, not possible) instead of two-level scale (pos-
sible, not possible). Lastly, we decided not to present the concept of
instrument overlays.

4.2.2 Workshops 2 and 3 (W2 & W3).

Preparation: Interview. We conducted 4 interviews to prepare
W2 and W3, either remotely through audio-video conferencing or
in person. In both cases, we used a collaborative Miro board as
support. After selecting three minimally-invasive surgeries where
the interviewee judged that the attending surgeon would benefit
from additional training, interviewees recalled instances of the
three types of takeover events (explaining, understanding, taking
risk) for each of those surgeries. At the end of the interview, we
asked interviewees if they have experienced other instances where
takeovers occur, apart from speeding up the surgery. The interview
guide with the specific questions is available in Appendix A. All
interviewees participated in the subsequent workshops, except for
P6 who was replaced by P7, although we did use their interview to
prepare W2 and W3.

Procedure. W2 took place in person, while W3 took place re-
motely over audio-video videoconferencing. We used Miro as a
discussion board for both workshops, following two phases. We
started by an introduction, debriefing on the preparation inter-
views, highlighting the different type of takeovers and why these
are of interest to the design of telementoring systems. In phase 1,
we presented the categorization of takeover events we produced
from the preparation interviews, for participants to add, merge, put
aside, or split categories. As we presented the categories, we asked
participants to express to what extent the goal could be achieved
through telestration using a three point scale (possible, difficult, not
possible) and noting the participants’ justification of their ratings.
In phase 2, we let participants brainstorm on tools that fulfill the
unmet needs of telestration, traditionally met through takeovers,
for each need in the categorization. In W2, each participant brain-
stormed with a facilitator (researcher), and in W3, each participant
brainstormed individually. During this brainstorming, most ideas
came from surgeons but researchers also suggested ideas that sur-
geons rejected or expanded. We only covered a generative phase,
without a phase where ideas are triaged and removed according to
their technical feasibility, usefulness, or overlap with other ideas.

4.3 Data Collection and Analysis
Regarding the questionnaires, we did not perform an analysis be-
cause the answers were not detailed enough. Regarding interviews,
we recorded the audio and took notes while conducting them. Us-
ing the transcripts, the first author coded, using open coding, the
information mentors convey or gather through taking over. Then,
we grouped codes into categories and sub categories to form an
initial categorization, that we crystallized in a mindmap. Regarding
workshops, we recorded the audio and took notes on paper. For
W2 and W3, we recorded the screen for the entire duration of the
workshop to capture the Miro board interaction. For W1, we took
pictures of the categorization participants produced and the written
notes synthesizing the group discussion. We analyzed primarily
written notes, using the recordings only to check for ambiguities.

Following the workshops, we integrated participants’ feedback
to our categorization. We explored the contextual elements (e.g.,
information conveyed during dissection or incision) to explained
the different opinions concerning the feasibility of telestration.
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We then refined the categories to include those differences, and
stated for each category of information whether it was possible to
convey or gather it with telestration. We grouped categories that
seemed different because of their context, but were similar in terms
of challenges to convey or gather information. Throughout this
process, we regularly performed member checking with a surgeon
(coauthor) to verify our interpretations, in particular homogeneity
and heterogeneity of our categories, telestration limitations, and
elements specifics to surgery. Through interpreting propositions
on tools beyond telestration, we elucidated underlying needs and
refined our categorization. Lastly, we summarized the information
participants thought each tool could help convey or gather.

4.4 Positionality Statement
There are five authors in this paper. The first and last authors con-
ducted the workshops, and the bulk of the analysis and writing of
this paper. The first author has a background in cognitive engineer-
ing and has been working with surgeons for over one year prior to
the study, developing an understanding of surgical mentoring dy-
namics in previous work through multiple interviews of surgeons
and observations of surgery. While participants understood that
the first author had this understanding, it was also clear that they
only had basic knowledge concerning technical aspects of surgery.
The last author is an HCI researcher having performed more than
150 hours of observation of surgery and 40 interviews. Both first
and last author are western, based in a European capital, holding a
constructionist epistemological stance in research.

5 RESULTS
Our results shed light on the information mentors convey and
gather through takeovers, the limits of telestration in doing so
remotely, and reflections on future tools to overcome these limits.

5.1 Information Conveyed Through Takeovers
Our first set of findings show the information conveyed through
taking over. Takeovers may occur due to breakdowns when instruct-
ing action involving communicational resources that mentors have
at hand, mostly verbal utterances but also using surgical tools to
point.We detail the aspects of gesturesmentors convey in takeovers:
instrument placement, tissue displacement, force, and movement.

5.1.1 Instrument Placement.

Instrument Tip Position. Mentors instruct instrument position
according to two cases: instruments inserted via trocars and thus
visible on the surgical view, and instrument inserted through natu-
ral orifices, such as the vagina or the rectum, thus not visible as they
reside behind tissues. When instruments are visible, mentors
can instruct the location where to perform actions such as incision,
grasping, coagulation, blood vacuuming, or dissection. When in-
struments are not visible (including fingers), the challenge lies
in accurately locating them through blind probing of the tissue to
observe its deformation, frequently performed by an assistant.

Instrument Orientation. Precise instrument orientation is crucial
to create safe and efficient gestures, including roll and direction
(yaw and pitch). Regarding roll, when instruments have a sharp
tip, they need to be positioned as far away as possible from noble

structures to avoid cutting them inadvertently. When activating
the ultracision harmonic scalpel [12], the fixed edge of the heat-
producing jaw should remain opposite to noble structures, which
should not be dissected, and are not clearly visible. Mentors, having
a better intuition about their location, know precisely how to rotate
instruments to keep the heating edge away. Beyond roll, mentors
need to convey instrument direction relative to tissues, both for
exposure and dissection. For example, positioning the instrument
perpendicular to the bladder is a way to keep it parallel to the vagina
during exposure, as the bladder is perpendicular to the vagina. As
the instrument orientation is evaluated comparatively to tissues,
surgeons can directly move the instruments or adjust the tissue
position with their second hand to present them with the right
angle with respect to the other instrument.

5.1.2 Tissue Displacement. In addition to conveying where to per-
form an action, surgeons also take over to show where to move
tissues to create appropriate exposure and enable the execution
of other gestures such as dissection. Possible movements include
tracting, pushing, turning, adjusting the angle of a tracted tissue or
adjusting the applied tension.

5.1.3 Force. Force is a critical dimension of gestures that comple-
ments the spatio-visual dimension. For instance, holding a mobile
organ in mid-air equilibrium involves adjusting the placement of
an instrument, while applying the right amount of force. Moreover,
effective dissection requires following the right path to attain a tar-
get and applying the right amount of force to avoid inadvertently
injuring noble structures such as blood vessels. Force is character-
ized by both its direction and its intensity. Mentors take over to
demonstrate the acceptable intensity in a given situation.

5.1.4 Movement. Surgical gestures cannot be described only using
static information such as position, roll, direction and amount of
force, they also involve a temporal dimension. Mentors take over
to demonstrate movements such as jaw opening, coordination of
instruments or multifaceted movements. Jaw opening involves
adapting the speed and amplitude with which surgeons open jaws
toward tissues during dissection. For instance, in areas containing
noble structures, performing motion slowly only stretches the tis-
sues, enabling the surgeon to stop before it breaks. Fast motion, on
the other hand, would break the tissues before the surgeon realizes
the presence of a noble structure in the path. Depending on con-
text, mentors may advise performing small but quick gestures or
ample but slow gestures. Coordination of instruments involves
synchronizing instruments held by the operating surgeon and the
assistant to perform a gesture. One example is divergent traction,
where both successively pull on two sides of an open cyst to tear
it apart. Here, mentors may need to instruct the rhythm when al-
ternating traction. Multifaceted movement combines features
such as direction and force with a specific timing. For example,
sinking an instrument deep into tissues before pushing them is a
movement characterized by several directions as well as instrument
synchronization.

We presented thus far the difficulties of surgery that leadmentors
to take over. We now present the information surgeons deemed
possible to convey through telestration, highlighting situations
where the difficulty persists, and taking over is necessary.
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5.2 Using Telestration and Speech to Convey
Information when Replacing Takeovers

In this section, we elaborate on why telestration is not always
sufficient to transmit the information normally conveyed through
takeovers, summarized in Figure 2.

5.2.1 Instrument Placement.

Instrument Tip Position. Surgeons judged it possible to convey
instrument position using speech and telestration, but only for
tasks involving visible targets. This includes incisions, grasping
and coagulating, as the target structure is already exposed. Here,
the projection of the pointer onto a structure clearly indicates the
location for the action. Similarly, blood that needs vacuuming is
visible in the foreground, leaving little room for ambiguous inter-
pretations of location with a pointer. However, dissection involves
reaching non-visible targets, because tools are used to open a
path through tissues. In such cases, mentors can only point toward
a structure that is not yet visible to instruct the mentee on the gen-
eral direction for dissection. For instance, P4 reported that mentees
sometimes “do not see the plane”, which deters them from moving
in the correct direction. Participants voiced that 2D pointers can
lead to ambiguous interpretations of instruction when referencing
positions inside tissues. Using the pointer, they can only indicate
the surface point where dissection should start and need to update
it constantly as the gesture evolves. In the case of non-visible in-
struments, inserted through the vagina or rectum, the difficulty
arises because the gestures are performed blindly. It is not only the
target that is not visible, but the instrument itself. In the absence
of visual cues, the mentors lack a frame of reference to understand
the mentees’ gesture and correct it.

Instrument Orientation. Participants agreed that telestration and
speech is limited in conveying instrument orientation, particularly
when there are no visible landmarks for reference. When there is
a visible target structure, mentors can use it as a resource, for
example asking to turn the scissors toward or away from the target,
to avoid wounding it inadvertently, or during dissection, instructing
to rotate the opening axis parallel or orthogonal to the axis of the
limits between the planes. One participant thought that telestration
could help convey roll more efficiently than sole speech, as a mentor
can draw the jaws during dissection, to instruct in which direction
to open pliers with respect to a plane (parallel or orthogonal). How-
ever, a visible target is not always available to ground instructions,
such as when adjusting roll to the nearest degree for the dissection
of ureter with ultracision. Also, mentors often instruct “to be per-
pendicular” (P1) for instance to a vessel or the vagina. However,
this verbal instruction can be ambiguous and, therefore, difficult
to execute. For instance, being perpendicular to a vessel can be
achieved in different directions. It indicates how to readjust direc-
tion in one axis (e.g., yaw) but it fails to help orient the instrument in
the other axis (e.g., pitch). Additionally, the instruction can require
the mentee to have an accurate representation of the anatomy, for
example when positioning an instrument perpendicular to the blad-
der which is not dissected, requires a correct mental representation
of this structure to ensure the instrument is not too tangential to the
surface of the organ. During dissection, mentees may not always
visualize the surgical plane, and mentors cannot point to them as

they are, by definition, inside tissues. Instructing instrument orien-
tation is therefore closely linked to showing tissue placement. In
addition to the challenges of conveying information, mentors stated
a preference for taking over instead of using telestration or speech,
because it is a more efficient way to communicate. For non-visible
targets, specifically instruments inserted through natural orifices,
indicating direction poses problems similar to when indicating po-
sition. The gesture is performed blindly, making it difficult for the
mentor to understand and instruct it, with or without telestration.

5.2.2 Tissue Displacement. Telestration can support explaining
where to tract or tense tissues, but explaining where to push tissues
is more difficult. Regarding traction, participants suggested first
pointing toward where to grasp the organ, and then drawing an
arrow toward the direction of movement. To express tenseness,
one participant shared that they have already used telestration to
draw the desired position of tissues after they have been tensed.
Instructing to push tissues, however, was considered more difficult
because the targeted area is hidden behind the tissue itself. P7
shared that they would not know how to draw an arrow to convey
pushing direction, although they would for traction.

5.2.3 Force. Participants agreed that telestration, even combined
with speech, does not provide adequate support to convey intensity
of force. The difficulty lies in the mentor’s inability to accurately
interpret the force that the mentee applies. Still, some cues such
as tissue deformation can help guess the current applied force,
an understanding that mentors can use to instruct adjustments
in the applied force, whether to increase or decrease. However, if
these instructions are not sufficient for mentees to succeed after a
few trials, mentors can simply take over. Regarding the direction
of force, it involves instructing tissue placement and instrument
direction, evoked in previous sections.

5.2.4 Movement. Participants found that telestration can be used
to convey simple movement such as opening of jaws, but less so for
instrument coordination or multifacetedmovements. Regarding jaw
opening, directives about the opening degree can be given verbally,
instructing to increase or decrease the opening. P7 reflected that
telestration could be used to draw the desired opening. While par-
ticipants acknowledged that speed could also be adjusted through
indicating verbally, either to go faster or slower, they generally
considered it more challenging than simply conveying the open-
ing degree. Regarding coordination of instruments, participants
expressed that telestration and speech do not provide adequate sup-
port. Lastly, instructions that combine several movements are too
complex to instruct with telestration and verbal utterances, these
were even hard for participants to articulate during workshops, for
example specific jaw opening movements during the dissection of
the lymphatic canaliculi.

5.3 Technological Support to Convey
Information Remotely

Participants proposed tools that go beyond single 2D pointers and
drawings, to convey information traditionally conveyed through
takeovers, summarized in Table 2. We present these tools according
to where they reside, inside or outside the surgical view, separating
the case of force as it involves haptic rather than visual information.
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Figure 2: Diagram summarizing the limits of telestration when conveying information usually conveyed through taking over
(possible in green, not possible in red)

Tools Inside the Surgical View. First, participants proposed new
types of pointers: 3D pointers or dual pointers. 3D pointers con-
sist of a cone or an arrow showing a direction in 3D dimensions,
which could be used to convey dissection direction/instrument di-
rection, in addition to tip/dissection location. A dual pointer tool
consists of two cursors, each with a different shape, useful when
referring to two different instruments held by the operating sur-
geon or the assistant. Dual pointers can support multiple deictic
instructions, for example in bleeding management, two pointers
support the distinguishing between the location where to coagulate
from the location where to vacuum. The second proposed tool was
virtual instruments, referred to as holograms, or instruments in
augmented reality, that mentors can control and position within the
surgical view. Participants thought these could support conveying
orientation, jaw opening direction, opening speed, dissection direc-
tion, coordinate movement of pliers and other complex gestures.
P5 emphasized the need to convey 3D information with virtual

instruments using 3D representation of tissues. A third tool partici-
pants suggested is virtual anatomies, encompassing 3D models
of tissues. These models are placed on the surgical view, and can
be patient-specific derived from pre-operative images, or, generic.
Participants warned that the shape of structures can diverge from
the pre-operative scan, and, therefore, they put forward the ability
to modify the shape to fit the real-time conditions. In this way, they
would better communicate tissue placement when hidden behind
fat, especially when guiding dissection and exposure.

Tools Outside the Surgical View. Tools to support remote instruc-
tion can also reside outside the body. One propositionwas to capture
live video of mentor’s hands and arms, to convey gestures dur-
ing instruction. For instance, to mimic jaw opening motion, mimic
the vein with an arm and the pliers with the other hand to show the
angle when coagulating a vein, or if they are holding tools, demon-
strating the instructed motion or explaining tool usage. Another
proposition was using video recordings of previous surgeries
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Remote instruction tool Information to convey

Tools on the
surgical view

Dual pointers Instrument tip position
3D pointers Instrument direction

Virtual instruments Instrument direction, roll
Movement / coordination

Virtual anatomies /
3D models

Movement
(exposition and incision)

Tools outside
the body

Live video of
mentor’s hand

Movement
(mime plier related to vessels)

Video recording of
previous surgeries

Instrument Direction
Tissue placement

Movement / coordination
Anatomical chart /
photo of surgery Instrument Direction (valve)

Anatomical
simulation
(schematic)

Instrument Direction
Tissue placement

Movement / coordination

Physical proxy Tissue placement
(how to push)

Tools to
convey force

Force sensors Force Intensity
Color scales Force Intensity

Discrete force level Force Intensity
Physical hook Force Intensity

Table 2: Correspondence between remote instruction tools
and needs for conveying information.

to convey different instructions such as orientation, opening speed,
valve tension, coordinate movement of two pliers for exposure and
dissection, movement, exposure gestures, or showing tool usage.
Video length was a concern, one participant mentioned videos
could last “a few minutes” to show an ideal surgical step, while
another emphasized the video needs to be as short as possible to
avoid disrupting the flow, even just a few seconds—enough to show
the movement of pliers. Moreover, one participant mentioned video
can be used to show both bad and good practices, which helps
understand the limits of an acceptable gesture.Anatomical charts
or photos of surgerywere suggested to show where and in which
direction to push, particularly for valve positioning. Anatomical
simulations were proposed to convey tissue displacement and in-
strument placement relative to anatomy, especially to demonstrate
how to tense a target structure, how to expose with a set of pliers
and incise with another, how to position valves or convey dissec-
tion direction, and how to perform complex gestures, including
in which direction to dissect. Lastly, physical proxy were pro-
posed to demonstrate gestures. The remote mentor would hold and
move remote proxy instruments to demonstrate a gesture, while the
mentee would hold and feel through a local proxy in the operating
room the gestures performed by the mentor. This approach would
enable mentors to convey movement in three directions and the
intensity of applied force. This idea was proposed specifically to
convey the blind gesture of pushing the valve in the vagina.

Tools for Conveying Force. Participants emphasized the impor-
tance of providing feedback separately for each instrument, as the
required force for exposure may differ from that needed for dissec-
tion with another instrument. As describing force verbally can be
particularly challenging, participants proposed equipping mentors

with force sensors where they can apply forces. This could take
the form of a box a mentor can push or a hook they can pull, en-
abling them to specify force, which would in turn be presented to
the mentee through various means, such as using visual scales with
colors, numerical values or a physical replication of force. Color
scales can be applied to instruments, whether on a demonstra-
tion video or on overlays (e.g., virtual instruments). Participants
discussed both absolute scales and scales relative to the current
force applied by the mentee. When reflecting on an absolute scale,
one participant also proposed using discrete names for levels of
force (e.g., F1, F2, F3, F4). Participants highlighted that for relative
scales to be effective across various gestures, the scale needs to
instantly adapt to the mentees’ gesture, as manual adjustments by
the mentor may be too slow and inefficient. In addition to color
feedback or verbal references to force, participants proposed the
use of a physical tracting hook to demonstrate pulling force. To
illustrate this concept, the participant held the researcher’s hand
(representing the hook), pulled the hand with a certain force and
asked them to resist. With the hook, the mentee would physically
sense the resistance instead of relying on a visual or audio scale.
Participants were reluctant to the idea of having a bracelet that
would pressure the skin, as they were skeptical that surgeons could
easily relate the pressing force sensation to a pulling force.

5.4 Information Gathered Through Takeovers
In addition to conveying information, mentors engage in informa-
tion gathering to achieve the required level of understanding to
guide the mentee. Mentors observe the surgical view and take over
when the view is insufficient to gather the needed information. We
distinguish between information related to locations (e.g., body
structures and surgical instruments) and gesture execution.

5.4.1 Understanding the Location of Tissues, Equipment and Instru-
ments.

Concealed Tissues and Spaces. Mentors may face doubts regard-
ing the location of tissues or spaces between tissues (planes). To
gain understanding on these locations, mentors take over and seek
anatomical landmarks. As P4 puts it, they dissect and expose tis-
sues (move aside, tract or push) in different ways until uncovering
a space or a structure that they did not observe previously. Men-
tors may also orchestrate the camera movement performed by the
assistant with their actions to explore efficiently.

Misplaced Surgical Equipment. In rare yet important cases, sur-
geons may need to take over to locate a misplaced object within
the patient, such as a needle or a compress. The challenge is similar
to finding a structure or a space, requiring surgeons to manipulate
tissues and the camera to pinpoint the target. However, in these
scenario, there are no dissection gestures involved, meaning there
is no alteration of the anatomy.

Orientation of Structures. When mentors need to identify struc-
tures or or determine their locations inside the view, they first need
to understand how the camera is oriented. For example, surgeons
rely on direction to identify veins; the gonadal veins travel horizon-
tally, whereas the renal veins travel vertically (P5). However, if the
camera is oriented sideways, surgeons may mistakenly misidentify
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one vein for another. When the mentee fails to provide this under-
standing, mentors take over to adjust the view. P5 explains that
taking over the endoscope to perform a slight rotation already lets
them understand orientation, e.g., if the view is horizontal relative
to the patient body.

Identifying Pathological Tissues and Instruments through Palpa-
tion. To diagnose the location of a pathology on a tissue, mentors
interact with the tissue by pulling and poking, because pathological
tissues, such as tumors or endometriosis, exhibit distinctive stiff-
ness. Similar to pathological tissues, mentors use tactile feedback to
find valves or dilators located behind tissues, as their contour can
seem blurry just by looking at the surgical view video. In contrast
to the placement of structures or instruments inserted through
trocars, mentors are unable to gauge the stiffness of tissues solely
by looking at the surgical view. Therefore, they take over to sense
for themselves.

5.4.2 Execution of Gestures. We observe two specific needs related
to understanding the gesture’s execution: understanding the con-
straints, and understanding the adequacy of the gesture. Regarding
the constraints, mentors need to understand the reasons why
mentees face difficulties, ensuring that the gesture they envision
is hindered by external constraints rather than the mentee’s lack
of dexterity or misunderstanding. A common case is the trocar
preventing the mentee from reaching a distant structure with their
instruments when a mentor instructs to manipulate it, but other
constraints occur directly on the body, for example tissues that are
heavier or stiffer than expected. Mentors also need to determine
the adequacy of the gesture to perform. As some gestures can have
irreversible consequences, mentors aim at making sure that all as-
pects of the gesture are under control. Through taking over, they
can realize early if the gesture is inadequate and correct it before
it exacerbates the situation. This is the case when surgeons open
a folded bag inside the patient. The process of unfolding the bag
requires methodical movement, only continuing the gesture if the
bag unfolds as expected to avoid tangling it. In this case, mentors
usually assist the gesture either through using the assistant pliers
to perform parts of the gesture by themselves, or by driving the
endoscope to point and direct the gesture.

5.5 Using Telestration and Speech to Gather
Information When Replacing Takeovers

Our results highlight that, with few exceptions, it is intricate for
remote mentors to understand the mentee, patient and context,
when using speech and telestration. We now elaborate on the dif-
ferent cases following the same structure as the previous section,
summarized in Table 3.

5.5.1 Understanding Location of Tissues, Equipment and Instru-
ments. Regarding concealed tissues and spaces, participants agreed
that instruct in this context without taking over is only partially
possible. Mentors would need to give low-level instructions on
how to move the camera, tissues and where to dissect, given that
mentees cannot interpret location references, as they got lost in the
first place. The process would be time-consuming and tiring, as it
would require many instructions: “zoom out a bit, grasp here, release,

grasp again” (P7). Also, mentors would face the difficulties in con-
veying information already detailed in section 5.2 such as giving
directions when the target is not visible. Participants found that it
may be slightly easier to look for misplaced surgical equipment as
it would not require instructing dissection gestures. Nonetheless,
they agreed that telestration and speech could not help them gather
information on orientation of structures and the camera, as mentors
cannot sense that the camera is well positioned, and have to rely on
the assistant feedback. Similarly, participants judged that existing
tools do not help to gather the necessary haptic cues to identify
pathological tissues and instruments through palpation.

5.5.2 Execution of Gestures. For both bodily and trocar constraints,
participants expressed that speech and telestration were insufficient
to understand the constraints impeding a mentee’s gesture, mentors
need to experience them to be convinced that their instruction is not
feasible. Specifically for stiff tissues, while the mentor could rely on
the mentee’s verbal description, one participant reported it would
be difficult for mentors to fully trust the mentee’s perception as
they lack expertise to accurately interpret stiffness. In other words,
judging whether the force applied is standard or not necessitates
expertise to understand the acceptable force in a given context.

When it comes to adequacy, even if telestration could be used
to transmit an acceptable level of information for testing a gesture
before full completion, P7 raised a limitation: if the mentor pro-
vides an instruction that turns out to be incorrect, the mentee may
perform it too extensively before the mentor intervenes, therefore
making the outcome worse than the initial state. Here, the problem
lies not in that telestration fails to convey the needed information,
but in that the communication loop is too long to adjust the gesture
quickly.

5.6 Technological Support to Gather
Information Remotely

To address the needs related to understanding and overcome the
limitations of telestration, participants proposed different alterna-
tives to takeovers, as summarized in Table 4.

Tools Inside the Surgical View. Participants suggested enhancing
the surgical view in different ways. One participant mentioned a
global vision system which consists of having a camera where the
trocar meets the abdominal wall, to see a zoomed-out view of the
body from the inside, in addition to endoscope view. They expressed
that this system could help understand the location of the horizon
through landmarks, as well as help localize structures otherwise
outside the view. P7 proposed increasing video quality to see in
detail the deformation of tissues, which facilitates understanding
in two ways. First, it can help identify structures and planes, and,
second, it can answer the need for mentors to understand textures
of tissues (for instance when diagnosing stiff pathological tissues).
This ideawas inspired by the high-definition view in robotic surgery
to compensate for the lack of haptic feedback. Participants also
proposed to add a level to the surgical view to help the mentee
correct camera rotation, as well as help the mentor understand how
the camera is rotated. Beyond augmenting the view, participants
also proposed that mentors control the camera independently
of the mentee. They also mentioned having a 360° camera for
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Actions mentors perform during takeover Telestration
supportDissecting Moving

organs
Moving
camera

Feeling
force

Experiencing
the gesture

In
fo
rm

at
io
n
to

ga
th
er

Location

Concealed spaces
and structure x x x Laborious

Misplaced equipment x x Laborious
Structure/camera

orientation x Not possible

Pathological tissues
and instrument inserted
through natural orifices

x Not possible

Gesture
execution

Bodily constraints x x Not possible
Trocar constraints x x Not possible

Adequacy x x Not possible

Table 3: Correspondence between understanding needs to gather information, actions mentors perform during takeovers, and
difficulty to gather information with telestration

mentors to see in all directions inside the body. They compared it
to existing 30° endoscopes that capture the body from a different
angle, a feature they find particularly useful when looking for a
misplaced needle.

Tools Outside the Surgical View. Mentors also proposed to use
tools outside the surgical view, such as additional video streams
in the operation room. These can have benefits when understanding
constraints, for example being able to observe that the mentee is
constrained by the trocar, thus blocked from moving further inside.
One participant also proposed for mentors to have an x-ray-like
vision of the surgical site in addition to the endoscopic video. In
this enhanced vision, mentors would have an external view of the
patient showing how instruments are located in the body relative to
tissues. Participants specified that a downgraded version of this tool,
showing only instrument insertion in the body without the tissues,
would not be as useful. In addition to streaming new points of view
of the operating room, participants proposed using an anatomical
simulation to anticipate the adequacy of a gesture through testing
them in the simulation before giving the instruction.

Tools for Understanding Force. Participants proposed to directly
use force sensors to measure the force that mentees apply to
tissues. If measuring force directly during the gesture is not possi-
ble, participants proposed using sensors outside the body where
mentees reproduce the force they apply on the body, similarly to
the propositions for conveying force (section 5.3). The representa-
tion of force would therefore be the same as when mentors convey
force.

6 DISCUSSION
Our study contributes to understanding the limitations of telestra-
tion and speech in satisfying mentors’ needs typically met through
takeovers. We highlight the difficulties to convey instructions when
there is no visible reference point whether it be for instrument ori-
entation (roll and direction), to indicate the location where to push
tissues, or specify the direction of dissection. We also illustrate the
challenges in conveying simultaneous tip positions of instruments,
force, and movements including speed when opening instrument

jaws, coordination of instruments, and complex multifaceted move-
ments. In these cases, telestration is limiting not only in terms of the
types of information it can effectively support in conveying, but also
in the additional time and effort it demands to do so. Concerning
the need to gather information, telestration can partially support
indicating where to dissect and move organs (to find a concealed
space, structure or equipment). Still, it falls short in supporting men-
tors when gathering texture information (to determine placement
of instrument inserted through natural orifices, pathological aspect
of tissues), camera and structure orientation, and gesture execution
(including its constraints and adequacy). Based on these findings,
we discuss (1) the design and evaluation of remote collaboration
systems within and outside surgery, and (2) future telementoring
tools that go beyond telestration.

6.1 Design and Evaluation of Tools to Increase
the Diversity of Information Conveyed
Remotely

While previouswork described components of surgical expertise [41,
54] or mentor’s physical guidance [51], our categorization sheds
light on the information conveyed and gathered through takeovers
during mentoring of experienced mentees, and the extent to which
this information can be conveyed with telestration. These results
contribute not only to the design of novel interactive tools but,
more importantly, to their evaluation.

Regarding tools for collocated and remote mentoring in surgery,
these are often evaluated independently of the specific type of infor-
mation that mentors need to convey during surgery. For instance,
Shabir et al. [48] measured accuracy when mentees followed a 2D
trajectory set by the mentor using virtual instruments overlaid on
the surgical view. Chetwood et al. [8] evaluated the effect of the
mentor’s gaze on the mentee’s ability to identify objects. While
those tools might outperform telestration combined with speech,
the evaluations do not show if they can support mentors in con-
veying new types of information. When examining the type of
tasks in traditional evaluations, they often require transmitting
information that our participants judged it possible to convey with
speech and telestration such as where to incise, where to clip a
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Remote instruction tool Information to gather

Tools on the
surgical view

Global vision Misplaced equipment
Tissues / camera orientation

Increasing video quality (e.g., 3D) Concealed spaces and tissues
Level tissues /camera orientation

Control the camera Misplaced equipment
360° camera Misplaced equipment

Tools outside
the surgical view

Videos of trocars /
instruments

tissues / camera orientation
Trocar constraints

X ray-like vision Trocar constraints
Anatomical simulations

(predictive) Gesture adequacy

Tools to
understand force

Force sensor inside
or outside the body

Pathologic tissues
Instrument inserted through natural orifices

Bodily constraints

Color scales
Pathologic tissues

Instrument inserted through natural orifices
Bodily constraints

Naming discretely
force level

Pathologic tissues
Instrument inserted through natural orifices

Bodily constraints

Physical hook
Pathologic tissues

Instrument inserted through natural orifices
Bodily constraints

Table 4: Correspondence between remote instruction tools and needs for gathering information.

visible target. Regarding evaluations relying on the dissection of
real tissues, which necessitates more complex instructions than lab
experiments, these evaluations have so far focused on technical
aspects, such as delay [50] or interface usability [29]. Although
these studies describe the different surgical steps undertaken, none
provides a comprehensive description of how the evaluated tool
supports mentors in conveying information. Consequently, our cat-
egorization of needs contributes to the design of tasks that require
conveying information challenging to convey with telestration,
providing a resource for analyzing experiments in real surgery.

Our work also challenges researchers outside surgery, to create
tools that support conveying a wide diversity of instructions. Cur-
rently, remote collaboration in HCI is often studied using assembly
tasks, including blocks [25], Legos of diverse sizes [31, 32], tangram
pieces [31], robot construction kits [22] or even origami [31]. As-
sembly involves a variety of needs, including object identification
and manipulation [25], search and select, rotation and alignment, at-
taching, detaching, and pattern matching to ensure the final model
follows a plan [32]. It is often taken for granted that assembly tasks
are a good proxy for general physical tasks. However, these tasks
simplify the use of language, for example, pieces are colored in
ways that ease reference unlike indistinguishable colors of tissues
in surgery. Their orientation is limited to two options, as they can
be laid either horizontally or vertically, unlike instruments or tis-
sues in surgery, which can be laid in arbitrary angles. The building
process can be sequenced, leading to instructions to manipulate
one piece after another, in contrast to the need to communicate
simultaneous information. Similarly, force and movement are often
not components of the tasks. This difference in task complexity
prevents studies from understanding the limitations of telestration.

For instance, Fussell et al. [22] observed that pointers can help show
motion or indicate angle of insertion and orientation, however, their
task did not involve the use of non-visible structures as references.
Other tasks such as bike repair [20] are perhaps more complex,
although, this study used a shared manual which removes some of
the difficulty during instruction. Our investigation of surgical men-
toring therefore reveals new challenges for remote collaboration
that are not traditionally present in evaluations.

Lastly, our findings show that tools need to go beyond sharing
visual information to support conversational grounding and situa-
tion awareness. While previous work demonstrated the importance
of sharing visual information [24], we highlight the potential ben-
efits of sharing other information, such as tissue textures, body
and trocar constraints, or camera orientation. Our results also em-
phasize that shaping the view [38] can occur in contexts where
the mentor is unsure of how to handle a particular situation; the
importance of exploring mechanism that give flexibility to mentors
to quickly correct their instruction when realizing it is inadequate,
as well as the importance in supporting mentors in distinguishing
between constraints and incorrect execution of the instruction by
the mentee.

In summary, by emphasizing the richness of information con-
veyed to teach surgery and the critical importance of gathering in-
formation to understand, our work encourages designers to explore
and evaluate systems that support the conveying and gathering of
diverse information necessary for complex physical tasks.

6.2 Future Tools for Surgical Telementoring
We now discuss future tools beyond telestration that are worthy of
study in their contribution to surgical telementoring.
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6.2.1 Tools to Convey Information Inside the View.

Novel Pointers. While participants suggested that the use of two
pointers could help convey location of simultaneous actions, their
instructional benefits have not been studied to our knowledge.
However, dual pointers involve the need for two hands to con-
trol independent elements. Hinckley et al. [26] studied bi-manual
interaction for controlling 3D models, concluding that hands are
better at working cooperatively toward a single goal, as opposed to
controlling separate input streams. Therefore, future work study-
ing dual pointers should carefully consider input. Concerning 3D
pointers, we did not find studies demonstrating their ability to
address needs in mentoring, specifically conveying direction. The
3D pointer developed in Jarc et al. [28] did not show better results
than 2D pointers compared to other means for pointing, such as
hand or virtual instruments for robotic surgery mentoring.

Virtual Instruments. Virtual instruments were shown to be
technically feasible in robotic surgery [29], open surgery [23] and
laparoscopic surgery [48]. In terms of benefits for instructions, they
led to a similar error count than onsite mentoring with hand ges-
tures during suturing tasks [49], and were preferred to instruct
certain aspects of the gesture. While these results are encouraging,
participants mentioned that surgeons would not turn to telemen-
toring for basic skills such as suturing, they expected benefits of
virtual instruments for orientation, opening motion, direction of
action and coordination of instruments. We therefore identify a
need to explore further virtual instruments for these goals.

Virtual Anatomies. Participants suggested virtual anatomies
could communicate tissue placement and instrument orientation.
Standard 3D models may not be useful because the anatomy varies
a lot between patients, as mentioned by one participant in the
ARTEMIS study [23]. Conversely, patient-specific anatomical mod-
els have been shown to be beneficial for navigation [42], and, to
relieve stress before performing the gesture through doing a last
minute check [44]. However, those models, which are based on pre-
operative imagery, are also limited because the anatomy changes
drastically as dissection is performed (see section 5.3), and recon-
struction of models is time-consuming, often necessitating manual
work. To our knowledge, the possibility for mentors to adjust 3D
models to reflect their understanding of anatomy has not been
explored, nor has its use for instruction when indicating how to
orient instruments.

6.2.2 Tools to Convey Information Outside the View.

Video. While videos of prior surgery were mentioned repeat-
edly as means to demonstrate a specific technique, they are rarely
studied as a tool for mentors to create instruction. Instead, they are
often opposed to mentoring [3, 49, 56], leading to mixed results.
Prerecorded instructional videos underperformed live telementor-
ing with virtual instruments, in terms of errors and duration in
Shabir et al.’s [49] study. However, Xeroulis et al. [56] found that
instructional videos led to similar retention compared to expert
feedback after the task and higher retention compared to expert
feedback during the task. This hints toward a potential of videos for
knowledge retention compared to live mentoring. All in all, there

is space for exploring the benefits of videos as an instructional re-
source for mentors, as well as the challenges of having on-demand
videos that mentors can choose from. Participants also mention
using video of the mentor’s hand and arms to reify organs and
instruments. This echoed how mentors in other studies used their
hands to mimic the curvature of the needle [49] or movements of or-
gans [50]. Beyond conveying information, Scavo et al. [45] showed
that ghost hands can improve the sense of connectedness. We note
that those works overlaid hands on the surgical view, instead of
showing separate videos.

Simulation. Similarly to videos, simulations have been studied
as an alternative to learning in the OR [35] and have not been
explored as a potential resource for telementoring during surgery.
It is still to be determined if the simulator could be useful for remote
instruction, and if the parallel between simulated tissues and real
tissues can easily be made.

Anatomical Charts. Participants suggested using anatomical
charts to instruct the assistant when positioning a valve. While
this is not a major problem as valve positioning is often performed
correctly by expert surgeons, the use of other instruments inserted
in natural orifices may require mentoring. To our knowledge, the
use of such charts in the OR remains unexplored and in particular
in how they could support the execution of blind gestures.

Physical Proxy. Beyond showing a gesture in a visual format,
participants also proposed using physical proxieswhere a mentor
can model a gesture, so that the mentee can feel it with their own
hand. Haptic physical proxies were explored for remote training
in a simulation [6] where the person (mentor or mentee) not exer-
cising the control could follow the gesture of the other person. For
Chebbi et al. [6], those features enable telementoring when men-
tors show the gesture, and tele-evaluation when mentors follow
mentees’ gesture. However, performing a gesture is not just per-
forming a motor movement, but also achieving a specific outcome
and learning about the constraints of the environment in which the
gesture is executed [53]. It is not evident that showing the “perfect”
gesture on a simulator would provide a clear instruction, as it will
focus only on the motor aspect, and not the outcome of the gesture.

6.2.3 Tools To Convey and Gather Force Information. Our study
emphasized that the need to feel and explain force in surgery is
paramount, challenging telementoring tools. Outside surgery, Kim
et al. [30] showed the benefits of sensing and sharing on the local
worker’s hand force, to improve the expert’s awareness of the
worker’s tasks. Participants proposed different tools for recording
force information and representing it for surgical telementoring.

Measure. Concerning the use of sensors on the patient to record
forces applied on tissues, their large size is not yet suitable for
real surgical settings [19]. For physical tasks, Kim et al. [30] used
electromyography sensors to measure muscular contraction which
could be explored in the context of surgery. Besides, participants
proposed having sensors outside the body, which has not been ex-
plored to our knowledge. It is still unclear if a simple force measure,
contextualized from the direction of force, would be informative
enough to fulfill the need for understanding force when guiding
the mentee.
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Representation. Regarding force representation, tactile and vi-
sual feedback has been explored [19]. This feedback is intended for
surgeons operating in laparoscopic surgery to compensate for the
deterioration of haptic feedback caused by trocars. However, for
telementoring, it is unclear if visual or tactile feedback would pro-
vide the same benefits; here, the person applying the force would
be different from the main recipient of the force feedback. Addition-
ally, those research focused on presenting force to sterile surgeons.
However, for force information sent frommentees to mentors, other
approaches that are not limited by sterility can be explored.

6.2.4 Tools to Gather Information Inside the View.

Improving the Surgical View. Participants suggested that enhanc-
ing the vision of the surgical view could fill the need for mentor’s
situational understanding, compensating for their inability to seek
for this information through takeovers. In particular, a global vi-
sion could help mentors have a broader view of the body. This
concept has been explored by adding two additional cameras on
the trocar, at the back of the endoscope [52], capturing contextual
view around the surgical site. While this system was developed
to decrease blind spots when operating, it could also be used for
telementoring. Moreover, this could serve as a new resource to in-
struct on plane position or tissue handling. Concerning 360° vision
on endoscopes, the device size is currently too large to operate
inside the body [40]. Other work evoked the possibility for mentors
to control the camera remotely through robotics [34]. While this
is possible, it requires heavy infrastructure to maintain safety, as
even hand control of the endoscope can damage vessels and create
complications. Lastly, the use of a level to measure the angle of
the camera with respect to the horizon, something that is already
integrated in robotic surgery but not in classic MIS.

6.2.5 Tools to Gather Information Outside the View.

Video. Participants proposed providing new views of the oper-
ating room to the mentors, in particular to help them understand
information on trocar constraints. This could be done through the
use of a robot controlled by the mentor, that could move in the OR
as proposed by Agarwal et al. [1]. The authors mentioned howmen-
tors used it to discuss where to introduce the trocars in the body,
although there are no studies on how filming the trocars could help
mentors become aware of gesture constraints during the operation.
Moreover, adding videos should be done carefully as multiplying
viewpoints has been shown to decrease efficiency [21, 36]. Another
approach that could be explored would be to leverage the surgical
view, to display how far instruments are inserted and thus the avail-
able margin of maneuver. Regarding the idea of an x-ray-like vision,
this would necessitate both to locate organs and instruments po-
sitions relative to trocars. Locating instruments relative to trocars
could be achieved through statistical and geometrical modeling ap-
proaches [55], but it would not display the key information of how
instruments relate to tissues, to see specifically that a tissue is not
reachable. Concerning simulations to test gesture adequacy, they
are different from the ones proposed to give instruction as their
goal is not expression but prediction. While some research aims at
building predictive models such as for brain tumor extraction [57],
it is still not fully accurate and may not be generalized to softer
tissues.

6.3 Limitations
We acknowledge that our method has limitations. First, although
participants have used virtual pointers and drawings for instruc-
tion in robotic surgery, they provided a projection of how they
would use telestration in a remote context. We agree that further
investigation is needed to confirm the ability to perform those ac-
tions with telestration in a way compatible with surgery (time and
safety). Second, as surgeons are collocated during robotic surgery,
this highly impacts telestration use, as they can quickly turn to
other resources, such as a face-to-face conversation, when run-
ning into breakdowns. This format has constraints (immersion in
a console, drawing only when the mentor is outside the console)
and features (3D vision) that standard MIS does not have, which
also influence how they used telestration. Lastly, the results are
bound to the participants’ specialties, institutions, practices and
preferences. We acknowledge the need of further exploring this
topic in other populations with different cultures to complement
and contrast our findings. We acknowledge the limitation of using
questionnaires that resulted in less events to discuss during the first
workshop than in the other ones. This can be explained because
we may have failed to convey our expectations in the introduction
and structure of the questionnaire. Providing examples of detailed
responses could have improved the quality of our answers. Second,
we sent the questionnaire to senior surgeons with limited time. It
may be easier for them to take time during a meeting with a blocked
duration, engaging with an interviewer than to fill a questionnaire
where this task is competing with numerous other demands.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we present the results of interviewing and conducting
workshops with surgeons, inquiring into two types of needs that
cause takeovers: conveying and gathering information for men-
toring. We present a categorization of these needs, and limits to
fulfill them when using telementoring systems that rely solely on
telestration and speech. We open research directions into the future
tools that telementoring systems could study to support mentoring
practices.
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A STRUCTURED INTERVIEW SCRIPT
Do you agree that I record the interview?

[Participant signs consent form]
The objective of the interview is to identify tasks where takeover

is needed during mentoring. The final objective is to guide in the
design of a telementoring system, i.e. when the expert surgeon is at
a distance. In this project, I focus only on non-robotic laparoscopic
tasks. From the tasks we will identify, my goal is then to dig into the
communicative needs of the mentor and the mentee that already
exist during the mentoring or the new needs that would appear
during the telementoring. Before we start, I will ask you for some
general information. [Fill in the info sheet (specialty, frequency of
mentoring as a mentor, frequency of mentoring as a mentee)]

To begin, could you pick three operations where you think there
is the greatest need for training for practicing surgeons? Why
or why not? If not, just pick three operations that you think are
complex or important. [Fill in the first row of Table 5]

Now, for each operation, I’m going to ask you to identify if you
have ever experienced 3 different types of handoffs as a mentor
or mentee. I will introduce you to the three types. The first type
is when the mentor takes over to explain because it is easier to
express yourself with the tools in hand. The second type is when
the mentor doesn’t know what to advise and takes over to better
understand the situation, to build their intuition. The third type of
handover is when the action to be taken is risky and the mentor
prefers to take responsibility for it rather than letting the mentee do
it. We will fill in the matrix box by box but if you think of examples

of takeovers for other operations that we have not listed, do not
hesitate to tell me. [Fill in Table 5]

Questions used to probe interviewees when completing Table 5:
• Takeover to explain to the mentee: What information is the
mentor conveying?

• Takeover to understand the situation if thementor has doubts or
needs to build intuition: How is the mentor’s action different
from the mentee’s action? If the mentor were to explain,
what would be the most difficult information?

• Takeover to prevent the mentee from taking a risk: How is the
mentor’s gesture different from the mentee’s gesture? If the
mentor were to explain, what information would be most
difficult to explain?

MIS 1 MIS 2 MIS 3
Mentor takes over to explain
something to mentee
Mentor takes over to
understand the situation
when in doubts
Mentor takes over during
risky situations

Table 5: Table filled throughout the interview with examples
of mentors taking over.
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